Creating healthy spaces
with ventilation and
sun protection concepts

Who is RENSON®?

< Introduction
RENSON® with its rich tradition in innovation and experience since 1909,
is the undisputed European market leader in natural ventilation and
sun shading. Its headquarters are located in a remarkable building in
Waregem (Belgium). The building is a working example of our Healthy
Building Concept® and its design is recognized with several prestigious
awards.

RENSON® ‘s mission is to “Create Healthy Spaces” through ongoing
development, production and sales of unique and innovative products
that improve people’s living conditions but that at the same time cut
down energy costs.

NO SPEED LIMIT
ON INNOVATION
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International
As market leader in our field, with an international reach, more than
65 employees support and advise you in Europe, USA and China.
Receptivity to the world defines our thoughts and actions. Our
concepts and product range meet the specific requirements of the
international market. Our partners, distribution and communication
network are our greatest strengths in bringing our message to the
world. Today RENSON® can ensure the highest level of comfort
in any building by its mastery of ventilation, sun protection and
acoustic solutions. Your living comfort!

Partnership
By being involved in the construction process from the planning
phase, we contribute considerable added value. Combining
ventilation and sun protection in an intelligent manner results in
energy- efficient and healthy homes.

Innovation
We are THE technological pioneers in our sector. By listening to
the market, we anticipate and develop outstanding solutions that
become milestones in ventilation and sun protection technology.
Customer needs are translated by a multi-disciplinary R&D
department (more than 40 employees) into unique solutions and
innovative products. RENSON® collaborates with the world’s leading
scientific organisations specialised in energy efficiency. We also
collaborate closely with fellow companies with specialised knowhow that can contribute to our overall concepts.

Top quality
We strive for perfection at all levels under the motto: “Nothing is so
perfect that it cannot be improved”. (quote CEO Paul Renson) Our
consistent stringent quality controls ensure that our products are
the best on the market.

Service
RENSON® looks far beyond the creation and manufacturing of
products. RENSON® is committed to “full service” from start
to finish. We attach a great deal of importance to flexibility in
manufacturing and logistics, fast delivery and easy installation on
site. We can realise this service thanks to our widespread European
distribution network.
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Introduction
A healthy way of living
A person needs about 20m³/h of fresh air in order to feel comfortable
inside his/her home. Odours, CO2, radon gas, humidity … can easily
accumulate in badly ventilated rooms. Natural ventilation gives you the
opportunity to get rid of these problems and to create a healthy living
environment.

A healthy house
A newly built house contains about 3000 to 5000 litres of water vapour.
A well-insulated building will accumulate all of this extra water vapour,
leading to condensation and moisture build up inside the building. Natural
ventilation can help prevent this build up and can help guarantee the
longevity of your house and the materials that were used to construct it.

Energy savings
Ventilating by opening doors and windows is an option but this leads to a
serious waste of energy, infiltration of insects, draughts and it increases
the risk of burglary. RENSON® offers you effective and secure solutions for
ventilating your home.

Need for sun protection
Windows and other glazed surfaces facing south allow the occupants to
enjoy the beauty of the sun all year long. In the summer however, the
sun’s rays often are too powerful for unshaded windows, resulting in
overheating and problems with glare. External sun shades help control the
amount of solar gain and the amount of light entering the building without
obstructing the view outside.

Creating healthy concepts
3 basic principles:
 Basic ventilation
Basic ventilation provides good air quality into the building (IAQ or Indoor Air Quality). Sufficient fresh
outside air expels the polluted inside air from the building using the principle of supply, transfer and
extraction.

 External sun protection
A building or home with large glazed surfaces facing south can offer many advantages. During the
autumn, winter and spring, you can enjoy the benefits of the incoming sunlight. However, in the
summer this can lead to overheating and throughout the year annoying glare on TV and computer
screens. Structural sun protection and sunscreens can prevent this overheating and limit the amount of
glare. They stop the sun’s rays before they come into contact with the glazed surfaces and therefore the
undesired heat and blinding light from entering the building. And yet you can still keep that important
visual contact with your environment.

 Night cooling
The advantage of using a large thermal mass is that it can accumulate excessive heat or coldness
throughout the year. By gradually releasing these temperatures the peaks and troughs in the sun’s
power can be smoothed out so heat can be used and controlled more effectively. Cooling the building
mass with significant natural airflows during the night and using effective shading during the day can
produce those optimal low indoor temperatures for most of the day. The airflows needed for night
cooling are 10 times higher than those for basic ventilation. That is why night cooling is also called
intensive night ventilation.



 in the morning

 during the day

 in the evening
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RENSON® recognises that every indoor environment requires its own approach depending on the usage and occupancy.
For example homes will generally be unoccupied during the day while offices have a high degree of occupancy during working
hours. RENSON® therefore developed several ‘Healthy Concepts’ that address the specific problems of various possible indoor
climate scenarios.
RENSON® also acknowledges the importance of easy installation and maintenance. Our products are therefore designed with both
the practical requirements as well as the comfort and wellbeing of the occupants in mind.

Healthy Building Concept®
Just as ourselves, our home is subject to the changing seasons. We therefore
need to adapt our homes so that no matter the outside circumstances, we
can always create an enjoyable climate indoors. RENSON®’s Healthy Domestic
Concept® ensures a good and healthy indoor environment whether it’s hot,
cold, windy or raining.
The concept is based on three fundamental elements: continuous and
controlled ventilation, intensive night ventilation, and sun protection for glass
façades. It guarantees healthy air, no draughts, no noise, protection from
overheating and protection from direct sunlight where we want it. It is also
characterised by low energy consumption and an attractive design.

Healthy Domestic Concept®
We live in our homes throughout the year and need them to adapt to the
changing seasons. RENSON’s Healthy Domestic Concept® ensures that
occupants are kept comfortable whether its hot, cold, windy or raining.
The concept is based on three fundamental elements: continuous and
controlled ventilation, intensive night ventilation, and sun protection for glass
façades. It guarantees healthy air, no draughts, no noise, protection from
overheating and protection from direct sunlight where we want it. It is also
characterised by low energy consumption and an attractive design.

Healthy Apartment Concept®
Apartment tenants or condominium owners expect the same level of comfort
as inhabitants of single family homes. RENSON® offers innovative solutions that
guarantee individualised comfort while saving precious space.
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Healthy Veranda Concept®
A veranda/conservatory is an additional living space in your home that really
brings in the garden. RENSON® developed the Healthy Veranda Concept® so
that you could enjoy a healthy and comfortable indoor environment in your
veranda all year round.
This total comfort solution combines outdoor sun protection with the supply
of fresh air and the extraction of humid and warm air. It is RENSON®’s answer
to specific conservatory problems such as overheating in summer and excess
moisture and condensation in winter.
With its Healthy Veranda Concept®, RENSON® brings you longer and fuller
enjoyment of your garden.

Healthy School Concept®
A healthy indoor environment is essential at school as well.
The air quality in classrooms is often bad: too little ventilation, overheating
and a buildup of CO2... Students become tired faster and cannot concentrate
and often suffer from Sick Building Sydrome; itches, rashes, blocked noses
and neck pain.
RENSON®’s Healthy School Concept® is a natural solution that creates a
pleasant school environment with good air quality, all day and all year long.

Health Care Concept®
The indoor environment is of vital importance in hospitals and care centres. It
plays an important role in patient recovery. Hospital air often contains moulds,
bacteria and viruses caused and distributed primarily by poor ventilation and
overheating. CO2 accumulates as a result of too little ventilation in rooms
and corridors, creating all kinds of problems for staff, patients and visitors.
RENSON® has translated its expertise into the Health Care Concept® to tackle
the particular problem of a healthy indoor environment in hospitals and care
centres.

Healthy Outdoor Concept®
Warm sunny days are appreciated to the full on the terrace. But too much
sun can quickly become unpleasant. RENSON® created its Healthy Outdoor
Concept® solutions for outdoor living - special sun shading designs that
regulate the amount of sunlight to ensure a pleasant outdoor living experience.
The indoor environment also benefits from the additional shading.
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Natural ventilation

Energy savings through demand-controlled ventilation
For several years now, SYSTEM C+® EVO by RENSON® has been a very successful ventilation system thanks to its simplicity, ease of
maintenance and energy efficiency.
The new Healthbox® II includes even more innovative technology. SmartZone technology ensures that the house is optimally
ventilated, according to the resident’s activities. The new TouchDisplay allows the residents to control their own personalised
ventilation program whilst measuring and displaying indoor air quality. This ventilation demand-controlled system helps to reduce
the energy consumption and creates a healthy indoor environment.

➀ Self-regulating supply
The self-regulating flap inside RENSON®
window ventilators ensures a constant
air flow despite changes in wind speeds
outside, guaranteeing a comfortable,
healthy air supply without the nuisance
caused by draughts.

➁ Transfer
Discreet door grilles allow the air to
flow through the building.

➂ Extraction on demand
The RENSON® software intelligently regulates the control modules so that energy savings can be made and a healthy indoor
environment is maintained. Extraction rates are controlled in wet and dry rooms depending on the presence of people, humidity
and CO2 levels.
• Moisture control: a temperature and humidity sensor is integrated in the control module. This electronic sensor responds
quickly and dynamically to changes in the relative humidity level in your home.
• CO2 control: a CO2 sensor is integrated in the control module. This sensor quickly responds to changes in the CO2 level inside
the house. It detects CO2 in absolute terms.
• VOC control: a VOC sensor is integrated in the control module. This sensor quickly responds to changes in the VOC level.
Thanks to its dynamic operation the presence of people can be detected wirelessly.
• Central ventilator: the electronically controlled EC motor is under control of the central processor. This ensures that the motor
always runs according to the optimal conditions. The appropriate extraction rate is regulated for each room, with minimal power
consumption.
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Natural ventilation

< Supply

RENSON®’s window ventilators are aesthetic, compact and provide effective ventilation. They create a healthy indoor climate
and reduce energy costs. They can be installed on any kind of wooden, PVC or aluminium window. They are produced as madeto-measure or in stock lengths. Finishing is possible in satin anodised (natural colour) or powdercoated in more than 150 RAL
colours. Our range consists of slot vents, glazed-in vents, overframe vents, self-regulating vents and acoustic vents. All of our
window ventilators are easy to install and to clean.

Overframe vents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thermally broken
Easy to open and close
With self-regulating flap, automatically responding to the wind
Invisible installation on the window profile, for window
depths 50-184 mm
Control: manual, rod, cord or motor
Insect mesh
Burglar proof
Types: Invisivent®EVO, Invisivent®EVO HF (30% more airflow)

Invisivent® EVO

Glazed-in vents
• Thermally broken
• Easy to open and close
• Installation glazed-in (above/sometimes under the glass) or at
transom
• Entirely flat profiles possible (for integration in sliding doors)
• Glass thickness: 20, 24, 28 mm (some vents also 32, 33, 36, 40 and
44 mm)
• Control: manual, rod, cord or motor
• Insect mesh
• Types: - Self-regulating: automatically responding to the wind
speed changes
		
- Non self-regulating: sliding vents, flapvents

THM90 EVO

Slot vents
• Simple and quick installation:
1) rout a slot in the window frame
2) fix the inner and outer profiles
• Both for new-built and renovation projects
• Standard dimensions
• Acoustic and self-regulating versions available
• Types: hit and miss vents, canopies, tipvents, …

Sonoslot®
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Acoustic window vents
• Thermally broken
• Effectively reduces street noise (up to 56 dB)
• Several ways of installation (mounted on the window profile, glazed-in
or transom)
• Control: manual, rod, cord or motor
• Self-regulating versions available
• Insect mesh
• Types: AK80(EVO), AK80GL, Sonovent®-range, Invisivent®EVO AK-range
(low U-value)

Sonovent®

Ventilation & Sun protection in one solution
• Thermally broken
• Combination of a ventilator and a sun protection screen fixed
at the sides, acting as insect screen and wind resistant
sun protecting screen
• Removable inner profile; easy to clean and replace screen
• Acoustic sound reduction up to 40 dB

Fixvent® Mono AK EVO

THL100 V • Hotel Aire de Bardenas (ES)

Sonovent® • Apartment Building • Tallinn (EE)
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Natural ventilation

< Transfer
Silendo®
The Renson® grille Silendo® 461 AK is an acoustically damping door
grille used for transit ventilation. This louvre is mounted at the bottom
side of the inner door and therefore eliminates the need for a disturbing
slit at the bottom of the door. On top of that, the noise will be reduced
from one room to another due to the high efficient acoustic material.
Material
• Aluminium housing
• Sound absorbing material: synthetic foam
• End caps: in Luran S ASA polymer
(colourfast, weatherproof and UV-resistant)
• End caps: available in grey, black or white
Dimensions
• Width: 425 mm
• Height: 48 mm
• Door thickness: 37 to 43 mm
• Made-to-measure width up to 500mm (on demand)
Fixing
• Click system
Typical applications
• Residential
• Offices

461
Louvre type 461 is a robust aluminium Renson® door grille with
V-blades. These blades guarantee no see-through. The grille is equipped
with a backframe and can be screwed for easy installation.
Thanks to the robust frame, this grille is the perfect solution for
institutions, hospitals, elderly homes, offices, industrial applications,
etc.
Material
• Made from aluminium sections: AlMgSi 0.5
(according to EN 12020-2)
• Light-blocking grille with backframe
• Finishing: satin anodized/bronze colour (20 micron) or powder coated
in any RAL or Syntha Pulvin colour (40 micron)
Dimensions
• Door thickness: 30 to 54 mm
• Maximum width (in one piece): 800 mm
Fixing
• Screws included
Options
• Frame for 54 to 80 mm thickness on request
Typical applications
• Industrial applications
•	Public buildings
• External applications
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Natural ventilation

Healthbox® II
The Healthbox® II screens moisture, VOC and/or CO2 in each connected
room 24 hours a day, even when the occupants are not at home.
The built-in sensor in the control module will open the control flap
to a greater or lesser degree. The Healthbox® II has up to 6 separate
connections to enable energy-efficient ventilation.
Unique automatic calibration system
The entire system is automatically calibrated, achieving the appropriate
flow rate for each control module, regardless of the length and type of
ducting. The control modules are programmed so that the right amount
of air is extracted in each room (whether wet or dry).
The control modules will then be set to the required maximum flow
rate per room and will communicate with the motor unit in order
to determine the required total flow rate of all wet and dry rooms,
specifically for that house. This avoids the risk of possible errors during
settings and is a major timesaver. The total adjustment time will be
limited to an average of 12 minutes.
Energy savings through optimised, extraction, on demand
The Healthbox® II has a powerful EC motor with control modules that
can ensure proper ventilation of any connected room at all times.
Demand-controlled ventilation is provided 24 hours a day in order to
achieve heat savings and savings in electricity. The control module
limits the extraction rate per room if possible and also runs the motor
at a lower speed. The Healthbox® II thereby achieves heat savings and
savings in electricity consumption.
Two installation options
• Installation on the wall or ceiling in a utility room
• Cord system in an unused corner in the attic.
Note: a vibration-free motor/fan combination will ensure whisper-quiet operation.

Operations
• 4-position button (XVK4) (standard)
• TouchDisplay (option): unique control system with a colour screen

4-position button (XVK4)

SmartZone technology
Thanks to this technology you can have ventilation controlled within the
rooms that you are most present.

CO2 level

Wireless!

Customisable

Easy to operate!
TouchDisplay

During the day,
ventilation will be
mainly in the living rooms.

During the night,
ventilation is mainly
required in the bedrooms.

Intelligent ventilation,
wherever you happen to be !
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< Louvre panels

RENSON®’s louvres are aesthetic and long lasting, provide effective ventilation and create a healthier indoor climate. All our
louvres are made of extruded aluminium profiles and can be made-to-measure or are available on stock.
Finishing is possible in satin anodised (natural colour) or powdercoated in more than 150 RAL colours.
We have a broad range of external and internal louvres: wall louvres, window louvres, fire-resistant louvres, burglarproof louvres,
acoustic louvres, floor- and door louvres, available in all kinds of sizes, shapes and colours. An official test certificate can be
provided on request for all specific louvres.

Built-in wall louvres
34

21

20

33

H

26

• A wide range of blade styles available (aesthetic and industrial)
• Stainless steel 304 mesh as standard
• Diverse range of options: water channel, drainage profile, filter,
backframe, etc
• Any shape possible on request: circular, triangular, hexagonal, etc

29

Glazed-in louvres

34
24

4

A wide range of blade styles available (aesthetic and industrial)
For glazing thickness 24 mm, 28 mm or 32 mm on request
Stainless steel 304 mesh as standard
Installation on top, below or on side of the glass
Diverse range of options: water channel, control section, filter, etc
Several control options at hand: motorized, knob-control, roc, etc

21

20

33

H

27

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pressure-relief damper
•
•
•
•

7,5

H

7,5

29

29

14

H

99

36,5

Aluminium blades open to release pressure
Blades equipped with rubber pads to reduce noise
Invisible fixing
Extractor hood louvres: blades open simultaneously for a constant
airflow
• Without mesh
• Typical applications: extractor hood, drying cabinet, fan applications

Acoustic wall louvres
• A very wide range of acoustic louvres:
- Noise reduction: 6dB(a) up to 20 dB(a)
- Depth: 86 up to 450 mm
- Blade pitch 60, 150 or 170 mm
• Typical applications: noise reduction of air conditioning, generators,
parking lots, etc
• Weatherability HEVAC class A (1m/s)

Burglarproof louvres
• Burglarproof according to class WK2 or WK4
• 100% stainless (WK2):
- All aluminum profiles
- All connecting pieces in aluminum or stainless steel
• Officially tested in accordance to prEN1627
• Typical applications:
- WK2: schools, shops and nightcooling
- WK4: diamond stores, museums, banks

Water resistant louvres
Unique patented blade L.050W and louvre panel 450
combining very high airflow with superior water resistance
• Water resistant louvre solution made-to-application
• Water resistance tested according to HEVAC test
EN13030 (BSRIA LTD)
• HEVAC class A up to 3m/s!
• Optional water channel to improve weatherability
• Typical applications: data centres, high voltage cabins,
HVAC, stickproof

WAT
E

3,0 m/s

E
NC

A2 class

Suction side
Air velocity
0..0,5..1,0..1,5 m/s

89.6

Surface area of
louvre 1 m²

50

Precipitation
75 mm/ h (= 75 l/ h)

A

Wind 13 m/s

L.050W

RE S IS
T
R

50

200

130

Class

D
C
B

L.050W.11

66.6

L.050W.12

Transferred
water

A

With waterchannel
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Continuous louvre system

< Linius®
1.

Screening of installations
An application ideal for concealing unsightly equipment from view.

2.

Ventilation
An assembly allowing the airflow in and out of a building whilst
restricting the entry of rain.
Here the Continuous Louvre System offers by far the best aesthetic
solution.

3.

Screening against the weather
The Continuous Louvres System protects your installation from
wind, rain and vermin.

4.

Acoustics
Fitted with acoustic blades, the Continuous Louvre System is ideal
for the screening of noisy installations. The structure of the louvre
system together with the noise damping qualities ensure that noise
is strongly damped, while keeping good ventilation.

5.

Aesthetic cladding
Applications in which the blade profile design is preferred to other
applications.

VÖRÖSMARTY TÉR - ING, Budapest (HU)

6.

Interior
Interior cladding, possibly incorporating back lighting.

Mosaeforum, Maastricht (NL)

The Continuous Louvre System consists of a support structure to which
blades are fitted. The support structure carries the complete louvre
assembly and is formed by vertically placed mullions fixed by brackets
at set distances. Depending on the structure, RENSON® offers different
mullion types. Blade supports are permanently fixed to the mullions
allowing the blades to be clip-locked onto their supports. The method
of construction is simple and well tested. Mitred corners, doors, vermin,
bird or insect screens can all be incorporated. Depending on the
application, different constructions are possible.

Standard

With integrated mesh

Metrostation Prosek, Prague (CZ)

Closed

Labyrinth

Acoustic

HighFlow

Rolled

Softline

Water-resistant

Plano

Chevron

Design

L.050W

Frente mar Ribeira, Madeira (PT)

L.050W.12

Debeka Versicherung, Koblenz (DE)

Structural solar shading

< Sunclips®

The right choice and use of sun protection systems enables you to create a comfortable indoor climate (summer and winter) and to
cut energy costs by controlling the amount of sunlight and warmth built up inside.
The Sunclips® solar shading system consists of light extruded aluminium c-shaped blades/profiles which can be installed in
several ways between mullions or in already preassembled cassettes. Sunclips® can be installed horizontally, vertically or in curved
shapes (max. 30°) in order to obtain the required solar shading.

The following ways of installation are available:
Sunclips® standard installation:
Horizontal or inclined fixed shading with the blades continuously positioned under, above or between the mullions. The system is
attached to the building with fixing brackets that are premounted on the mullions.
Sunclips®cassettes:
Vertical, horizontal or inclined fixed solar shading with Sunclips® Evo 96 blades screwed between endplates.
This system is delivered in completely preassembled modules (cassettes).

Sunclips® range of blades

Sunclips® Classic
96 mm

Sunclips® EVO
96 mm

Sunclips® EVO
96 mm

Sunclips® EVO
130 mm

Sunclips® EVO
176 mm
25

22
19

176

20

130

96

96

Rabobank, Gorinchem (NL)

Cilium® <

Structural solar shading

Cilium® is a dynamic sunshade by RENSON® that can be transformed
from a vertical sunshade in front of a window to a horizontal, open
position above a window. Cilium® meets the requirements set by the
EPBD “Energy Performance of Buildings Directive”. Based on these
guidelines, energy performance standards were introduced in all EU
Member States for new builds and building renovations with the goal to
reduce energy use in buildings, including by:
- Limiting energy use through artificial cooling
- Limiting energy use through artificial heating
- Limiting energy use through artificial lighting

Cilium® is available as standard in two versions:
- with Sunclips Evo SE. 096 cladding
Maximum dimensions b x h: 1200 mm x 3000 mm
- with Sunclips Evo SE. 130 cladding
Maximum dimensions b x h: 1600 mm x 3000 mm

SBEC, Saint-Brieux (FR)

SBEC, Saint-Brieux (FR)

Structural solar shading

< Icarus®
The Icarus® sun protection system consists of extruded aluminium
aerofoil or rectangular blades which can be installed between various
types of mullions in order to create optimal sun protection. The solar
shading can be realised with fixed or movable blades, in a horizontal
and vertical position. This system can also be used as cladding or visual
barrier.

Casa de los Pinos, Murcia (ES)

Webasto Entwicklungszentrum, Gilching (DE)

The following ways of installation are available:
Icarus® Quickfix
Easy to install structural solar shading thanks to the unique and
patented system of clipping the blades onto supports mounted on the
façade. The supports can be pre-mounted on the mullions.
Icarus® Fixed
Horizontal, vertical or inclined fixed solar shading with the blades
positioned between endplates.
Inclination, projection and form can be made-to-measure and designed
according to the project’s needs.
Icarus® Movable
Horizontal, vertical or inclined solar shading with movable blades. The
blades are movable to 90 degrees, other inclinations or project requests
can be designed with our project department. Available with manual or
automatic control.
Ars Medica, Wroc ław (Pl)

Icarus® range of blades
40

35

42

50

60

60

200

200

150

60

300

200

150

480

400

360

300

35

250

32

200

25

150

23

125

100

32

80
10
30
30

Icarus® Aero

Icarus® Plaero

40

Icarus® Plano

Edificio San Javier, Palma de Mallorca (ES)

Loggiawood® • WR Cedar

Callens & Emk, Waregem (BE)

Sliding panels >

Structural solar shading

In reply to the growing demand for aesthetic, multifunctional façade
elements, RENSON® has expanded its range of sliding panels even
further.
Patio® panels are sliding cassettes, in which the blades have been
screwed between vertical endcap plates.
Loggia® panels are constructed with frames fitted with aluminium
blades.
Different types of blades can be used with both systems. Depending
on the desired shadowing and the required view, the blades can be
positioned at different inclinations and at different blade pitches. In
addition to this wide range of sliding panels fitted with fixed, aluminium
sun protection blades, panels with fabric (Loggiascreen® 4fix), with
wooden blades (Loggiawood®) or tilting blades are available as well.
These sliding panels can be used in different systems - individual,
symmetrical or telescopically sliding – and can be fitted with a manual or
motorised controller.

Loggia®

Patio®

Applications
Multi-functional façade elements
• Sun protection
• Intensive ventilation
• Visual screen
• Fence
• Daylight control
•	Partial shading

O
Technical features
• Extruded aluminium profiles
• Aesthetic quality finish
• Finishing in SAA or powdercoated in any RAL colour
• Factory pre-assembled & delivered “ready-to-fit”, made-to-measure
production
• Easy to operate
• High-quality accessories
• Rigid and stable

P

AS

Parameters
Each type of panel is characterized by its properties in terms of visual
openness and sun protection. Visual openness is represented by the
parameter OV (= O/P), the perpendicular visual opening; the larger the
OV, the more visibility through the panels. The level of sun protection is
represented by the AS: the limit angle of sunray incidence; the smaller
the AS, the more efficient the sun protection.

Candy Wharf, Copperfield Road, London (UK)

Private Residence, Barcelona (Es)

Tomasjordnes Pir 2-5, Tromsoe (NO)

Fixscreen® >

Fabric solar shading

The first solar shading screen that is both wind tight and insect proof.
It is wind tight in every position, insect proof when closed.
This screen controls light and thermal gain offering a variety of
possibilities. Its compact construction makes it suitable for use in
both residential and commercial buildings. Thanks to the intelligent
zip-system, the side guides on the Fixscreen® ensure that the screen
operates smoothly - in addition it means that the screen is held securely
and does not distort when exposed to heavy wind loads.
Rattling and ripped screens belong to the past! With this in mind, we can
control large surface areas of up to 22 m2. The Fixscreen® can also be
used for intensive ventilation purposes as insects cannot penetrate the
screen.
Each screen has a bottom rail provided with a rubber seal to close
perfectly with the threshold.
Fixscreen® features
• Intelligent wind tight guidance system (thanks to zip-system)
• Manual or electrical control
• Silent operation
•	Profiles are available in any RAL colour
• Glass fibre fabric or Soltis® & Rensonscreen® polyester fabric available
in all colours
• All fabrics have a very high sun protection factor
• Seal strip to close with the threshold
• Fixscreen® 100EVO & 150EVO with Connect & Go-technology

RENSON® HQ, Waregem (BE)

Application
• For all window types: aluminium, timber, PVC
• For new buildings as well as refurbishment projects
• For private housing and projects: hospitals, offices, schools, …
• For internal and external application
Technical Features
• Maximum dimensions:
- Fixscreen® 85
W 2500 x H 1800 mm
		
W 5000 x H 1800 mm (coupled - electrical)
- Fixscreen® 100
W 4000 x H 2700 mm
		
W 3000 x H 3500 mm
		
W 6000 x H 2700 mm (coupled - electrical)
- Fixscreen® 150EVO W 6000 x H 3400 mm (coupled - electrical)
		
W 3200 x H 6000 mm (electrical)
• Aluminium cover box:
- Fixscreen® 85
W 85 x H 85 mm
- Fixscreen® 100
W 100 x H 100 mm
- Fixscreen® 150EVO W 155 x H 150 mm
• Glass fibre or Soltis® & Rensonscreen® polyester fabric

Fixscreen® technology

Windtunnel test done at Von Karman Institute in Ukkel (Belgium): in
closed position a guaranteed windtightness for windloads up to 80
km/h. For Fixscreen® of 4000 x 4000 mm, no problems were noticed up
till windloads of 120 km/h.

Screen sample chart

25

Pollepleats, Westhem (NL)

Huis van de arbeid, Brussel (BE)

Topfix® >

Fabric solar shading

Topfix®: zenithal sun protection using a revolutionary new tension
technology: a combination of our well-known Fixscreen® technology
and a specific tension system. The result is exceptional fabric tension,
even in cases of extreme wind loads up to 120 kph*. Flapping and
ruptured fabrics are a thing of the past. The compact box fits perfectly
within every design. The zenithal sun protection prevents overheating
in light panels, skylights and small conservatories. Complete blackout
is possible by means of blackout fabrics whether used inside or outside
and this untill 15 m2 (double).
Topfix® features
• Sun protection with excellent fabric tension
• Intelligent wind-resistant guidance system using Fixscreen®-technology
• Extremely wind tight: warranty up to 120 km/h in closed position*
• Electrical control
• Compact design
• Frames available anodised or powdercoated in any RAL colour
• Soltis® & Rensonscreen® polyester fabric in a wide range of colours
or blackout polyester fabric.

Side channel

Application
• For all kinds of horizontal or inclined glazing: such as light panels,
sloping or pitched roofs, skylights, conservatories, etc.
• For all window types: aluminium, wood, PVC.
• For new buildings as well as renovation projects.
• For private homes and public buildings: hospitals, care homes,
offices, schools, etc.
• Top-bottom or bottom-top fitting.
• Suitable for inside and outside use.
Technical Features
• Maximum dimensions:
Single: W 2500 x H 3000
Double: W 5000 x H 3000
• Aluminium frame: W 105 x H 100
• Inclination from 0° to 90°.
For Horizontal installation:
- A minimum slope of 15° is required
- A minimum slope of 20° is required when used with blackout fabric &
Rensonscreen® Waterproof.
• * Wind tunnel test by Von Karman Institute: No. EAR0852:
under warranty in closed position for wind speeds up to 120 kph

100
105

Topfix®

Topfix® Max is the first horizontal sun protection using the Fixscreen®
technology that can cover extremely large surfaces. Its combination with
the integrated tension system results in an exceptional fabric tension.
Flapping and ruptured fabrics are a thing of the past.
This horizontal sun protection prevents overheating in rooms with
large light panels, skylights and in conservatories. Complete blackout is
possible by means of blackout fabrics whether used inside or outside –
even up to 30 m².

Topfix® Max
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Terrace coverings

< Lagune® - Camargue® - Algarve®
Regardless of the weather conditions, we like to spend as much time outdoors
as possible. Our gardens have become very much an integral part of our
home, with our house and garden flowing into one. As a result, we now
also long for more atmosphere, comfort and optimum enjoyment outside.
Spending time outdoors is now becoming outdoor living!

This is exactly why RENSON® has developed the Healthy Outdoor Concept®.
• A supply of fresh air and protection against the wind and rain ensures
physical comfort.
• The wind and sun protection prevents overheating and cooling, thus
ensuring thermal comfort.
• The front and sides can be closed off by means of mobile translucent
elements, therefore providing protection against the wind and rain but still
allowing you to see outside.

RENSON® is proud on its long-standing experience in sun protection and
ventilation and is therefore well-equipped to take the outdoor space up to a
higher level. By using just the right technology and innovative products, you
can now also enjoy your garden in spring and autumn.

My Outdoor
Compose your own terrace
covering with our new iPad
application: My Outdoor
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Extend your summer !

Camargue® is an innovative terrace covering equipped with a bladed
roof system. It can be closed off on all sides with wind-resistant
Fixscreens®, glass sliding walls, Loggia® sliding panels or by using a
combination.
The roof consists of extruded aluminium blades that can be tilted to
adjust sun protection and ventilation as required. During showers, the
concealed guide water channels drain the water towards the columns.
This water drainage also operates when the blades are opened up when
it has stopped raining, and this ensures that the furniture on the patio
remains protected.

Camargue®

Algarve® is a simple and practical terrace covering also offering a
sun protection roof system based on rotating blades.
The extruded aluminium blades rotate up to 150° and thus enable you
to decide how much sun protection and/or ventilation you require.
When closed, the blades form a waterproof roof in normal showers.
A gutter system drains the rainwater away towards the columns.
Given its elegant and light design and availability in the full range of
RAL colours, the Algarve® fits in with any building style: contemporary,
traditional or modern.

Algarve®

Lagune® is an aluminium construction with integrated Fixscreen®
technology. The sun protection screen is fully built into the structure to
create an aesthetically pleasing unit. In view of its modular construction,
the terrace covering can easily be extended, even at a later date.
The Fixscreen® technology, combined with unrivalled fabric
tensioning, ensures that the rainwater is drained towards the concealed
guide water channels. Even when the fabric is not fully extended, any
water falling upon it will be drained by these integrated channels.

Lagune®
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References

ADEO Lille (FR), Louvre 412,
Nightcooling

For more inspiration
flip through our digital
Reference Books:
www.renson.eu/referencebooks

Or download our app:
Renson 2012

Library Seattle, Washington (USA), Louvre panel type 411

Hotel Aire de Bardenas, Tudela, Navarra (ES),
THL100 V, Window ventilator

Balenciaga, Worldwide, Icarus® Aero 125 & 150, Structural solar shading
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RENSON®: your partner in ventilation and sun protection
RENSON®, headquartered in Waregem (Belgium), is a trendsetter in Europe in natural ventilation and sun protection.
• Creating healthy spaces
From 1909, we’ve been developing energy efficient solutions assuring a healthy and comfortable indoor climate.
Our remarkable headquarters - built according to the ‘Healthy Building Concept’ – is a beautiful example
portraying our corporate mission.
• No speed limit on innovation
A multidisciplinary team of more than 40 R&D employees continually optimize our products and develop new and
innovative concepts.
• Strong in communication
Contact with the customer is of the utmost importance. A group of 65 in-the-field employees worldwide and a
powerful international distribution network are ready to advise you on site. The RENSON® Experience Center at
Waregem gives you the possibility to experience our products on your own and provides necessary training for
installers.
• A reliable partner in business
We can guarantee our customers optimal quality and service thanks to our environmentally friendly and modern
production sites (with automated powder coating line, anodisation line, uPVC injection molding machinery and
mold making shop) covering an area of 75.000 m².

RENSON® reserves the right to make technical changes to the products shown.
The latest brochures may be downloaded from www.renson.eu

RENSON® Fabrications LTD • Fairfax Unit 1-5 • Bircholt Road • Parkwood Industrial Estate •
Maidstone • Kent ME15 9SF • Tel. 01622/754123 • Fax 01622/689478 • info@rensonuk.net •
www.renson.eu
RENSON® Contact - Export Dept.: Tel. +32 56 62 71 04 • export@renson.net
RENSON® Ventilation • IZ 2 Vijverdam • Maalbeekstraat 10 • 8790 Waregem • Belgium •
Tel. +32 (0)56 62 71 11 • Fax +32 (0)56 60 28 51 • info@renson.be • www.renson.eu
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